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1. Introduction 
In recent times several authors studied function spaces of Besov-
Lipschitz-Sobolev type on manifolds, in particular on Lie groups. 
An approach to Sobolev-Besov spaces on compact Lie groups via 
(non-commutative) interpolation will be given in [i,2] • As far 
as Lie groups are concerned one would try to give intrinsic des­
criptions of Sobolev-Besov spaces, e. g. on the basis of (left or 
right) invariant vector fields and related flows. However it is 
convenient (maybe even necessary) to reduce some problems for func­
tion spaces on Lie groups to corresponding problems on R^» We re­
call that norms of functions f(x) in Besov spaces B® „(R»J with 
PtH *» 
s> 0, 1 £ p ioo and 1 g q g 00 can be characterized via M-th 
M 
differences (£-,*, f)(x), where x€ R^ and heRg. !Phe above mentio-
ned reduction of Besov spaces on Lie groups on the corresponding 
spaces B (R^) on R yields norms where the "constant" differenc-
es ( £-£f)(x) are replaced by "variant" differences (At-t-Co-A^00 
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where £(x,h) is a smooth perturbation of h. There are two possib-
le interpretations of these variable differences: Let a (x) » h + 
£(x,h) (where we assume that h is fixed at this moment). 
(i) Let x and M be fixed, and let 
i. e. only y is considered as a variable and one has the usual 
M-th differences with respect to the fixed step-length P(x). 
Afterwards one specializes y by y * x. 
(ii) A . £ W is considered as an operator which maps f(x) into 
f(x + 0(x)) - f(x). We denote this operator by ^ ^ , i. e. 
( ^ (A s £)(.*> « £c*i-.?c*>)-£c*>. 
Then /£->« is the M-th power of &> o • For example, 
The plan of the paper is as follows. The necessary preliminaries 
are given in Section 2: Definition and properties of the spaces 
B? „(Rr.) (inclusively the case 0 < p £ l ) , discussion of the general p ,q n — 
assumptions for the above vector-function £(x,h). Section 3 and 
Section 4 deal with the characterization of the considered Besov 
spaces B® Q(Rn) via variable differences in the sense of the first 
and the second interpretation, respectively. 
We use the notations from [A-I . A modified version of Section 
3 of this paper will be incorporated in the Russian edition of [43 
(as Subsection 2.5.14). Section 4 (and some modifications) are the 
basis of the studies in [1,2] . 
By the usual abuse of notations c, c*, c. etc. stand for vo-
ir 
sitive constants which may differ from formula to formula. 
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2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Besov Spaces 
We use the notations from [Aj . As usual R stands for the real 
n-dimensional Euclidean space. S •» S(R ) denotes the Schwartz 
space of all complex-valued rapidly decreasing infinitely diffo-
rentiable functions on .fL. Let S* be its dual, i. e. the space of 
tempered distributions. (We omit nR n
w because all spaces under con-
sideration are defined on R ). Let & be the collection of all 
systems w = { (f. (.*•) J°° c ^ with the following properties: 
(i) supp Cf0 c ( r | \*\ kZ\ 
l«0 supp ^ c [rc\ 2*~
A i <*"* » 2*T* i H $*V,V-
(ii) For every multi-index <&(, there exists a positive number c^ 
such that 




(6) Z. fyt*) a A
 for every x ^ 
0=° 
We may assume that 
(?) C^OO* < ^ U * * ^ M . *«*,*,... 
holds. P and P" stand for the Fourier transform and its inverse 
on S1, respectively. If f € Sf then F~ V Ff> « F~1[VFf] makes 
'0 u 
sense, and by the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem it is an analytic 




has the usual meaning (modification if p » oo ). Now we are in 
the position to define the Besov spaces B*/(|> =-. B ^(R ): Let 
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.oo<.s<oo ,0<p^oo and 0 < q t oo . Let <p £ <& . Then 
(usual modification if q -» o« ) , cf. £4, 2.3.1] . This is a quasi-
Banach space (Banach space if 1 £ p i oo and 1 | q < oo ). It is 
independent of the choice of CP e c3 (in the sense of euivalent 
quasi-norms) . In this sense we write lj f I B® H instead of 
p »q 
I f l B* |{^ in the sequel. We mention that B® „ with s> 0, 1 < 
p»q p-q 
p < oo and 1f q 4 M coincides with the classical Besov spaces. 
Furthermore, <£s « B1^ ^ with s>0 are the well-known HBlder-
Zygmund spaces. Details may be found in [4l . 
Next we formulate a crucial assertion which we need in the se-
quel. First we recall that 
(<3) (£>V-? H*>> * £ o t - k ) ~ £<:*•> ouvxol c^» «^\ A ^ 
with hGRjj, xGl^ and M * 2,3,... are the usual differences. Let 
cf. U4, ( 2 . 5 . 3 / 8 ) ] . In [4, Theorem 2.5.12] the following asser-
tion is proved: Let 0 <p ^ °o , 0<q i oo , s > £L , M > S (where 
M is a natural number) and X > 0. Then 
(modification if q = oo ) is an equivalent quasi-norm (norm if 
p > 1 and q> 1) in B? „ . 
"* "" Pi q 
2.2. The Perturbation &(x,h) 
We formulate some general assumptions for the vector function 
£.(x,h) a R^ from the Introduction. Let X > 0 and M be a natural 
number, and let £ (x ,h ) be a continuous mapping from 
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£Cx,h) \ X G R ^ h e R ^ Ihl 4 \ \ 
into R such that the components of £(x,b) have continuous first 
derivatives with respect to the variables x . | , . . . , x . It is assum-
ed that for fixed hsR^ with {hi £ X and |x.» 1,...,M, 
(<a) y » y^'^Cx) » x + f*- £(x,h), x e R n 
yields an one-to-one mapping from R^ onto itself and that 
Ue.fc — J L _ /^ne absolute value of the Jacobian of (12)) 
I ^ C ^ ! 
can be estimated from below by a positive number which is indepen-
dent of x, h, and M. • Let x * x • I** (y) be the inverse mapping 
of (12). Then it follows from the Inverse Function Theorem (cf. 
e« &• C3, P« 35] ) that Jdet —^-~~—•*- is uniformly bounded 
from above with respect to ye R , h € R with \hl % X , and /u.» 
I,...,M. 
Remark 1. These are our general assumptions for the vector-function 
£ (x,h). Sometimes it is sufficient to have the above informa-
tions for y •t-* only for special values of p. . For example, in 
Section 4 the above assumptions with ju.= 1 are sufficient. But 
on the other hand in the same section we need that the components 
of £(x,h) have higher derivatives which are uniformly bounded 
in V 
Remark 2. It is easy to formulate sufficient conditons which ensure 
the above general assumptions. For example, let 
03) l|ib < . * , * ) ! i * for xfeR^ and h e R Q with lh. £ X 
where j « 1,...,n. We claim that the above assumptions are satis-
fied if *t > 0 is small: This is clear as far as the assertions 
de-fc —----- are concerned, which shows that the mapping 
9.x-) » 
(12) is locally one-to-one. Furthermore, for small values of *C 
we have \j*l \ t (** -k) - £(**£.) | * £ lr"-x*| and consequently, 
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«*) jy^rM* 1) - y ^ r ^ x 2 ) ! I i ! x1 - x2 | . 
fhis shows that the mapping (12) is globally one-to-one. By (14) 
It follows also that y^'P" (x) maps R_ onto a set of RM which is 
" n n 
toth open and closed and which coincides, consequently, with R^« 
3. Characterizations via A Q 4 L with Q £*•*> s .&.+ £p}&.) 
3.1. The Basic Proposition 
let the general assumptions for £(x,h) from Subsection 2.2 be 
satisfied. Let £(x) * h + £(x,h). In Section 3, A £ 0 f r^v and 
<v t have the meaning of (1) with £ and o instead of g , 
respectively. 
Proposition. Let 0< p £ <*> , 0 *£ q £ 00 and s > 6^ , cf. (10). 
L*st ^ > 0 and let M be a natural number with M > s . Let the above 
hypotheses for £(x,h) be satisfied. Let n > 0 and let M.. and 
tt., be non-negative integers with M1 £ 1 and M- + M« » M. Then there 
exists a positive number <f » ^ ( ^ ) with the following property: 
If 
,'*) I £ (x,h) I 4 S | h ( for all x€ Rn and all h € Rn with th i £ \ } 
then 
«« ( 5 ^ ' ^ C ^ ^ w l L ^ ^ ^ t ^ M i ^ l 
holds for all f^B^ (modification if q = 00 ). 
Eroof. Without essential restriction of generality we always assume 
that q < 00 and !\ « 2 , where K is an integer. Let }<£# C*^^ € J . 
For sake of convenience we put ipÂ 3-) = 0 if k - -1,-2,... Let 
2~3"~1! (hli2";) with j a K, K+1,... If fQ B£<<V. then we have 
and 
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lnr-00 C » ^ a *,:-W «.N+/I 
where the natural number N will be chosen later on. Let ni£ IF. 
Then we have 
«3) I(A*;*,<,FV«FA^C*>I* £ £ ( ( A ^ V ^ F A ^ H 
•*-*!« = 2 ^ , f l . M i 
where all the above c's (and also the following ones) are indepen-
dent of d , N, j, m etc. We use a maximal inequality and a Nikol's-
kij inequality, cf. the scalar case of £4,(1.6.2/1)] (which works 
also for p = 00 ) and [A,(1.3.2/5)] . With l<* I » M then we have 
I *~P *• K ^ F ' V FO<Vll-t II - c ' C t ^ ' i l ^ V v t^im 
«o> 4 c' M « - 0 2 M ( J t ' " ) It F'VjV-. F * I - 1 . II , 
where a is a number with a> ̂  .By (19) and (20) it follows that 
1P 
<«> IKA^^^^^^^^^^r^^/^ifpV^'^ll. 
Let 0<-pi£1. Then (21) yields 
i£ - w - v v ••*'-••«' 
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^ j f 
If 1 £ p 4 <*> , then the counterpart of (22) reads as follows, 
c«> II -!- * AT* P - \ Ł ».-.-îґV'ł^ 
4 C Í 2 2 2 ^ 2 2 |( ғ ^ t - m Ң t Ц 
- « - . - O Ö 
Let m £ N+1. I f 0 < p -| 1 then we have 
*< „ M * «--< c / n 1(1° 
•*tstf<M 
« <• Ł И Д t C * , * ) F ł * í И и F * , L * 
w : «V-M 
l n s " V І
C' £ Ł uғ~Vvwғnt*-*^
t".*)>iчл* 
W : W t i v-s o 
- "" £. I F ' V - ^ I L t r , 
•m-V + 4 
where in the l a s t es t imate we used our assumption about the mappin 
p r o p e r t i e s of x —• x + K £ ( x , h ) , cf. (12) . I f 1 •* p i «-o then 
the counterpar t of (24) reads as fol lows, 
<»> If. C,*X iF~V~F<iM 
•YH* ^ < A 
*<• £. -F->, w F t l L . , « . 
We summarize our estimates: If h with 2 d .£lh\4 2 is given, 
then we have (22), (24) f or 0 < p £ 1 and (23), (25) for U p ^ . 
Let again 0 <• p £ 1. Then (18), (22) and (24) yield 
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4 c £ Z^ ~t> . к ^ ^ î ł ^ ł ч r 
oo N WCH-*Ч- (W-»0«Ч
 sli*m,^,.čл„ CřlL « ţ 
( I м , ł , H f y 2 2 z H
ғ V > " *" 
oo oo -**s<v ("*-*) tfv sбţ+iиVv 
c' 2i z. ^"'V Г ^ l l ^ V . ғ ţ s M * 
^ = K *iztV<M 
where £^> 0 i s an a r b i t r a r y number. We choose cr' such tha t Oc& 
< B <s+ tf < M holds . Then we have 
i i i t Г к ł 
І|V 
If we choose H large and afterwards S small, then we obtain 0 6 ) , 
If 1 <P 4 oo , then (27) follows in the same way from (23) and 
(25). The proof is complete. 
Remark 3» The above Proposition is the basis for our considerati­
ons in Subsection 3-2 (Theorem 1). However in Section 4 we need a 
modification of this proposition which we describe now. We shall 
obtain a modified estimate (19) where we have on the right-hand 
side of (19) the additional term 
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n*') ^2iH ^e T \{&r'\ r^V\. 
i ^ l i C ^ r * o<MUM * 
Via (20) and (21) i t follows that the factor J ^ I I F"VJ>M F-f I lT ^ 
on the right-hand s ide of (22) must be replaced by 
ax') ( j ^ t . - - * { * " " > r ) i F - \ d ^ p < i L^f 
with some .K > 0 (and similarly in (23)). This .shows that we have 
the additional term 
on the right-hand side of (27). Let s-«K><*V . By (11) (with s-K 
instead of s) we have 
where J > 0 is a given positive number. In other words, if we 
have the additional terms (19*) on the right-hand side of (I9)t 
then we obtain an estimate of type (16) with the additional term 
c |(f(L l( on the right-hand side. 
3.2. Theorem 
M 
We recall that in the following theorem A.- - , - must be under-
stood in the sense of the interpretation from (1). 
Theorem 1. Let 0 < p | w , 0 < q < oo and s > 61 . Let X > 0 and 
let M be a natural number with M>s. Let the general assumptions 
for £(x,h) from Subsection 2.2 be satisfied. Then there exists 
a positive number J * J* (s,p,q-,M, X ) with the following proper-
ty: If 
C*ft U(x,h)U <nhf for all xcR^and all h e R ^ with \h\ 4 X 
then 
(«) Hib; v i i^= H i4«4] i ť
l * r í , ' «^ £ c , 1 o^ 1 - t í^ r 
*<«. Ý 
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(is an equivalent quasi-norm on B? (modification if q -oo ). 




with £, » £(x,h). By this formula it follows that 
holds with some coefficients c M .We put y -* x. We assume with-
out restriction of generality that q<°o . Then (16) yields 
!-U*X 
*c^ Kf^H^^L Tf^-UlBU^ 
Consequently, 
(S3) i . ? i B ; v » ; A * c M i i - u i , 
cf. (11). In order to prove the reverse assertion we put 
H rt , H n v tr- / « H H - N-i v 
M A-M
 A 
(cf. (21)) in (11). We use again (16) and obtain that 
(MT) H | B ; r V l | i c H t 3 ^ i l ° M ^ 
holds, where 0| > 0 is at our disposal. Let nq be small* Then we 
arrive at 
o-) MIB^H « d{ IBi.*^ 
The oroof is complete. 
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M 2 
4. Characterizations via A y*. with ? (x) * h + &(x,h) 




We wish to replace A-p*.
5
" &i+tc*}*>)
 i n T n e o r e m 1 b y
 ^ j*- » 
where the latter stands for the second interpretation of iterated 
variable differences as it has been described in the Introduction, 
cf. (2) and (3). We wish to use the same ideas as in the proofs 
of the above Proposition (inclusively Remark 3) and Theorem 1. How­
ever there are several technical difficulties. It is the aim of 
this subsection to handle two of them. 
A Representation Formula. First we look for preparations which at 
the end substitute the formulas (18) and (19). For this purpose we 
describe the structure of (&«f)(x), where M is a natural number 
and the vector-function «j* f(x) =- ( ̂ (x),..., Pjfr)) nas infi­
nitely differentiable components. (As a matter of fact it would be 
sufficient to know that the components of Q (x) have continuous 
derivatives up to the order M-1). For smooth functions f(x) we have 
o 
4 /H. 
(sт) - c £ (|£V ic* t* t , ,^.y*'~*Ł> *̂"** 





,{>») = ^ £ («t- ,-ł) t*«- tso o) , t t 
Q 
л ^ 
c5»> - £ ^ \ ^ j|"tC«-+ts«+'cţC»+tît**Іӯjt,ř+tît,,^i«tt'«tt. 
However, £ { J is the sum of terms of the type — i - (•••)&*•••) fy*I---)H 
and -̂** ("O 5flC-0 H where ... indicates appropriate arguments 
and H stands for a general function which differs from term to 
term and where first derivatives of the y/s are involved. Iteration 
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yields a corresponding representation formula for ( A ^ f)(x) via 
terms of the type 
where H. 0 is a sum of products of at least If - \d\ factors 
of the components of o and its derivatives up to the order M-1 
(with appropriate arguments). We discuss the omitted arguments in 
(39). Let g « g (x,h) where xcl^ and hfil^ with, say, (hfi 1, 
and let 
(#©> l^O-,*^ 4 <&l*l «̂ ot |l£ $<*,*)[* A 1*1 *f W I 4 M / 
Then the arguments in the involved functions in (39) are represen-
ted by points which are contained in the ball .£ y I lx-y{ £clh(}, 
where c is independent of h. Furthermore we have 
(*<> I (A* tA)t*)\ i c.*l
H ~f 51 lUfywl j!<« 
where c and c* are independent of S and h (but depend on k in 
(40)). 
An Inequality. Hext we look for a preparation which replaoes (30) 
anil (31 )• If h€R then T_ denotes the usual translation operator, 
i. e. (Thf)(x) - f(x+h). Then (2) yields 
(M> *l*LW * *£6,*>T** * * 
(«> -<U..-.>- <*IH^,.,C-1- ***"** , 
where t«»»l indicates products of T_, A ^ and A^.^j .We assume 
that for some X > 0 
(<MO l £ o c , ^ U ^ ^ «~* I3>*£<*.*>l 4 Al*l, 
»«"** , **"*«* >«*1*X «~<* l«U$W-l. 
holds. Then it follows in the same way as in (37) - (41) that 
<**> K*£*)<*>| * 
c(*lM («T * - I P }T I C D * ) ^ * *<««> XL K-Sf><ii|) 
^ i*-«j |4c' . .«i l i*i-H (*-^|«c'|-».l «J<w'<M ' 
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holds, where c and c' are independent of S and h (but depend on 
A in (44)). 
4.2. Theorem 
After the above preparations we are in the position to prove the 
counterpart of Theorem 1 with k̂.# .«.£(. ^\ instead of ^-^+tt. ^ 
Theorem 2. Let 0 < p £ <-o , O<q4o0 and 8 > 6L . Let K> 0 and 
let M be a natural number with M> s. Let the general assumptions 
for £ (x,h) from Subsection 2.2 be satisfied. Let additionally 
the components of £(x,h) be M-1 times continuously differentiable 
(with respect to xeR ) with 
for some positive number A. Then there exists a positive number J 
(which depends on s,p,q,Mf X and the number A in (46)) with the 
following property: If 
<•?> |£o.,*>.«$.*l f**** *«"R~~"<*e'R~ ~«<*l*l-* 
then 
ie an equivalent quasi-norm on B^(« (modification if q * ©* ). 
Proof. Step 1. Let R? be the remainder term from (43)• It is a li-
near operator. Let ^ > 0 be given. Then we claim that 
"* ̂ J^^'^^^^^^^r^liflB^II-nHI^II 
holds for all f 6 B ^ provided that the positive number <f in 
(47) is sufficiently small (modification if q * oo ). The proof is 
«• K 
the sane as in the above Proposition: Let again X * 2 , q <©o 
(without restriction of generality) and 2~**'l£ Ihl £ 2~* with j * 
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K, K+1,... We use (17), the splitting (18) with R£ instead of 
A* A Ziv 2 and (45) with F~1 CPv.^Pf instead of f. Then the coun-
terpart of (19) reads as follows: There exists a constant c such 
that for integers m (with m£N) 
K*;yv-^»>w•-•*"['.7.,,. h-^'"<>"H)"A 
ł*П» Z- U-DVVP*).^] {50} 
IX 
holds. This is the modification which we treated in Remark 3» cf. 
(19*). Let m!> N+1. We recall that R?J is the sum of iterated diffe­
rences, cf. (42), (43), with iterated smooth one-to-one mappings 
x — y x+h and x — * x+ g.(x,h) of R onto itself. The iterations of 
the latter mappings are also one-to-one mappings of R onto itself. 
This yields obvious counterparts of (24) and (25). The rest is now 
the eame as in the proof of the Proposition and the considerations 
in Remark 3. This proves (49). 
Step 2. We use (43) and (49). Then the above theorem follows in 
the same way as at the end of the proof of Theorem 1. 
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